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Summer Review and Prep 4-5
Eliminate summer learning loss with this easy-to-use
resource for parents. Keeping the skills your child
learned in third grade sharp while on break from
school will help his or her fourth grade year get off to
a great start. This standards-based tool provides 9
weeks of engaging and relevant lessons that support
content learning in social studies, writing, reading,
science, math, and art. This resource makes summer
learning fun by incorporating everyday family
activities that are easy for parents to implement. This
standards-based resource also addresses shifts in
Common Core and other state standards, and the
parental-support tools will help parents prepare their
children for academic success.

Summer Bridge Activities¨, Grades 1 - 2
Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for 5th grade with Sylvan's SUMMER
SMART Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose
up to 2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge
from the previous grade over the summer vacation
break. That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's
#1 tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in 4th grade,
including: • Addition and subtraction • Multiplication
and division • Fractions and decimals • Time and
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money • Facts and opinions • Comparing and
contrasting • Story-planning • Reading between the
lines Inside each Summer Smart book, you'll also find:
• Teacher tips for staying sharp over the summer •
Special “Vacation Challenge!” activities and games
section • Cut-out flashcard sheets and recommended
reading lists • A “Summer Smart!” Achievement
Certificate Let the experts at America's #1 tutoring
brand help get your child ready for 5th grade! *****
Why Sylvan Products Work ***** Sylvan Learning
Workbooks won a National Parenting Publications
Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award as a top book series
for children in the elementary-aged category. NAPPA
is the nation’s most comprehensive awards program
for children’s products and parenting resources and
has been critically reviewing products since 1990. The
Award recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as
some of the most innovative and useful products
geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires
kids to learn and has helped children nationwide
catch up, keep up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan
has been a trusted partner for parents for thirty years,
and has based their supplemental education success
on programs developed through a focus on the
highest educational standards and detailed research.
Sylvan’s line of educational products equips families
with fun, effective, and grade-appropriate learning
tools. Our workbooks and learning kits feature
activities, stories, and games to reinforce the skills
children need to develop and achieve their academic
potential. Students will reap the rewards of improved
confidence and a newfound love of learning.
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Math, Grades 1 - 2
Delight your kids with mind-bending, rib-tickling, brainboosting fun! These Summer Bridge Activities(TM)
Fact Cards are a great companion to the awardwinning workbook series, providing hours of fun for
everyone. This boxed set includes two decks of 79 fullcolor cards, which are held together with a corner
grommet to keep the cards from getting lost and to
make it easy for children of all ages to hold and flip
through the cards no matter where they are. The set
includes 158 cards featuring hundreds of preschool to
kindergarten activities such as jokes, math, fun facts,
language arts, word play, picture puzzles and mindbogglers. All of the activities are self-checking, the
answers provided on the back of each card.

Scholastic Reading & Math Jumbo
Workbook Grade 4
Help your child prepare for seventh grade with the
activities in this book.

Summer Bridge Activities K-1
Spectrum Test Prep Grade 1 includes strategy-based
activities for language arts and math, test tips to help
answer questions, and critical thinking and reasoning.
The Spectrum Test Prep series for grades 1 to 8 was
developed by experts in education and was created to
help students improve and strengthen their testtaking skills. The activities in each book not only
feature essential practice in reading, math, and
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language arts test areas, but also prepare students to
take standardized tests. Students learn how to follow
directions, understand different test formats, use
effective strategies to avoid common mistakes, and
budget their time wisely. Step-by-step solutions in the
answer key are included. These comprehensive
workbooks are an excellent resource for developing
skills for assessment success. Spectrum, the bestselling workbook series, is proud to provide quality
educational materials that support your studentsÕ
learning achievement and success.

Get Ready for 4th Grade
300 skill-building pages that give kids practice with
vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension,
writing, multiplication, division, fractions, and
everything they'll need to succeed as students. For
use with Grade 4.

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades 3 & 4
Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for 1st grade with Sylvan's SUMMER SMART
Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose up to
2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge from the
previous grade over the summer vacation break.
That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's #1
tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in
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kindergarten, including: • Numbers • Patterns •
Shapes • Letters and sounds • Words to know • Story
comprehension Inside each Summer Smart book,
you'll also find: • Teacher tips for staying sharp over
the summer • Special “Vacation Challenge!” activities
and games section • Cut-out flashcard sheets and
recommended reading lists • A “Summer Smart!”
Achievement Certificate Let the experts at America's
#1 tutoring brand help get your child ready for 1st
grade! ***** Why Sylvan Products Work ***** Sylvan
Learning Workbooks won a National Parenting
Publications Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award as a top
book series for children in the elementary-aged
category. NAPPA is the nation’s most comprehensive
awards program for children’s products and parenting
resources and has been critically reviewing products
since 1990. The Award recognizes Sylvan Learning
Workbooks as some of the most innovative and useful
products geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system
inspires kids to learn and has helped children
nationwide catch up, keep up, and get ahead in
school. Sylvan has been a trusted partner for parents
for thirty years, and has based their supplemental
education success on programs developed through a
focus on the highest educational standards and
detailed research. Sylvan’s line of educational
products equips families with fun, effective, and gradeappropriate learning tools. Our workbooks and
learning kits feature activities, stories, and games to
reinforce the skills children need to develop and
achieve their academic potential. Students will reap
the rewards of improved confidence and a newfound
love of learning.
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Spectrum Grade 4
Summer Bridge Activities
Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for 4th grade with Sylvan's SUMMER
SMART Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose
up to 2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge
from the previous grade over the summer vacation
break. That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's
#1 tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in 3rd grade,
including: • Addition and subtraction • Multiplication
and division • Fractions, weights and measurements •
Context clues and predicting what happens • Main
ideas and details • Story comprehension Inside each
Summer Smart book, you'll also find: • Teacher tips
for staying sharp over the summer • Special
“Vacation Challenge!” activities and games section •
Cut-out flashcard sheets and recommended reading
lists • A “Summer Smart!” Achievement Certificate
Let the experts at America's #1 tutoring brand help
get your child ready for 4th grade! ***** Why Sylvan
Products Work ***** Sylvan Learning Workbooks won
a National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA)
Honors Award as a top book series for children in the
elementary-aged category. NAPPA is the nation’s
most comprehensive awards program for children’s
products and parenting resources and has been
critically reviewing products since 1990. The Award
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recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as some of the
most innovative and useful products geared to
parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires kids to learn
and has helped children nationwide catch up, keep
up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan has been a
trusted partner for parents for thirty years, and has
based their supplemental education success on
programs developed through a focus on the highest
educational standards and detailed research. Sylvan’s
line of educational products equips families with fun,
effective, and grade-appropriate learning tools. Our
workbooks and learning kits feature activities, stories,
and games to reinforce the skills children need to
develop and achieve their academic potential.
Students will reap the rewards of improved
confidence and a newfound love of learning.

Complete Book of Grade 4
Every day, your child encounters math in many
different situations. The activities in Creative Kids
Math make learning math fun while also challenging
your child to use math skills in different subject areas.
The activities include stories, games, science
experiments, and crafts! In Creative Kids Math, your
first grader will: --¥ Add and subtract 0Ð20. --¥ Work
with measurement and shapes. --¥ Graph and chart
scientific observations. --¥ Solve math codes to unlock
interesting science facts. --¥ Create art using shapes
and halves and wholes.

Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 5
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Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for 3rd grade with Sylvan's SUMMER
SMART Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose
up to 2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge
from the previous grade over the summer vacation
break. That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's
#1 tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in 2nd grade,
including: • Addition and subtraction • Basic fractions
• Time and money • Measuring and comparing •
Vowels and consonants • Compound words and
contractions • Reading comprehension Inside each
Summer Smart book, you'll also find: • Teacher tips
for staying sharp over the summer • Special
“Vacation Challenge!” activities and games section •
Cut-out flashcard sheets and recommended reading
lists • A “Summer Smart!” Achievement Certificate
Let the experts at America's #1 tutoring brand help
get your child ready for 3rd grade! ***** Why Sylvan
Products Work ***** Sylvan Learning Workbooks won
a National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA)
Honors Award as a top book series for children in the
elementary-aged category. NAPPA is the nation’s
most comprehensive awards program for children’s
products and parenting resources and has been
critically reviewing products since 1990. The Award
recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as some of the
most innovative and useful products geared to
parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires kids to learn
and has helped children nationwide catch up, keep
up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan has been a
trusted partner for parents for thirty years, and has
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based their supplemental education success on
programs developed through a focus on the highest
educational standards and detailed research. Sylvan’s
line of educational products equips families with fun,
effective, and grade-appropriate learning tools. Our
workbooks and learning kits feature activities, stories,
and games to reinforce the skills children need to
develop and achieve their academic potential.
Students will reap the rewards of improved
confidence and a newfound love of learning.

Weekly Reader: Summer Express
(Between Grades 4 & 5) Workbook
Until now, freedom-minded parents had no
educational material to teach their children the
concepts of liberty. The Tuttle Twins series of books
helps children learn about political and economic
principles in a fun and engaging manner. With colorful
illustrations and a fun story, your children will follow
Ethan and Emily as they learn about liberty!

Summer Bridge Activities®
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the
creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain
Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2
& 3—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure!
It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids
excited about learning all summer long between 2nd
and 3rd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between
Grades 2 & 3 begins with a map that guides you
through a workbook filled with activities based on
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adjectives versus adverbs, reading comprehension,
writing opinions, word problems, place value,
measurement, map skills, and more! As you complete
activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on
the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based
exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over
150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest
mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 &
3 covers the core concepts in English language arts,
math, science, and social studies so kids keep
essential skills sharp all summer.

Summer Bridge Activities
Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for 2nd grade with Sylvan's SUMMER
SMART Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose
up to 2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge
from the previous grade over the summer vacation
break. That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's
#1 tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in 1st grade,
including: • Numbers and counting • Addition and
subtraction • Basic measurements • Short and long
vowels • Words to know • Reading comprehension
Inside each Summer Smart book, you'll also find: •
Teacher tips for staying sharp over the summer •
Special “Vacation Challenge!” activities and games
section • Cut-out flashcard sheets and recommended
reading lists • A “Summer Smart!” Achievement
Certificate Let the experts at America's #1 tutoring
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brand help get your child ready for 2nd grade! *****
Why Sylvan Products Work ***** Sylvan Learning
Workbooks won a National Parenting Publications
Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award as a top book series
for children in the elementary-aged category. NAPPA
is the nation’s most comprehensive awards program
for children’s products and parenting resources and
has been critically reviewing products since 1990. The
Award recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as
some of the most innovative and useful products
geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires
kids to learn and has helped children nationwide
catch up, keep up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan
has been a trusted partner for parents for thirty years,
and has based their supplemental education success
on programs developed through a focus on the
highest educational standards and detailed research.
Sylvan’s line of educational products equips families
with fun, effective, and grade-appropriate learning
tools. Our workbooks and learning kits feature
activities, stories, and games to reinforce the skills
children need to develop and achieve their academic
potential. Students will reap the rewards of improved
confidence and a newfound love of learning.

Brain Quest Workbook
Reinforce your fourth grader's essential skills with the
Complete Book of Grade 4. With the colorful lessons
in this workbook, your child will strengthen skills that
include rounding numbers, subjects and predicates,
library skills, and main idea and details. --The
Complete Book series provides a dynamic way for
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students in prekindergarten to grade 4 to master
essential skills. Each vivid workbook guides students
through a variety of engaging activities in phonics,
reading comprehension, math, and writing.
Challenging concepts are presented in simple
language with easy-to-understand examples, while
stickers and full-color illustrations capture studentsÕ
interest. The Complete Book series is a thorough,
comprehensive guide to grade-level success.

Summer Bridge Explorations, Grades 3 4
Spectrum(R) Grade Specific for Grade 4 includes
focused practice for reading, language arts, and math
mastery. Skills include grammar and usage, parts of
speech and sentence types, vocabulary acquisition
and usage, multiplying and dividing, fractions and
decimals, measurement conversions, classifying
geometric figures, and preparing for algebra. --Each
Spectrum(R) Grade Specific workbook includes a
writer's guide and step-by-step instructions, helping
children with planning, drafting, revising,
proofreading, and sharing writing. Children in grades
1 to 6 will find lessons and exercises that help them
progress through increasingly difficult subject matter.
Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum is your
childÕs path to language arts and math mastery.

Math Plus Reading Workbook
School stops for summerlearning never should! The
award-winning Summer Bridge Activities(R) workbook
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series is aligned to Common Core State Standards
and was developed to help parents support their
children academically year-round. While there are
many o

Summer Blast: Getting Ready for Second
Grade
Helps kids test their best on standardized tests in
reading by familiarizing them with the skills, formats,
and language they need to succeed.

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades Pre-K & Kindergarten
Summer Study Workbooks: For fun. For learning. For
keeping skills sharp all summer long. It's important for
kids to relax during the summer. But it's just as
crucial that they don't forget key skills during the
break. How can parents make time for fun and also
set the stage for future success? Summer Study
workbooks solve the problem! The 180 pages of
enjoyable activities in each book review last year's
lessons in math and reading--and prepare them for
the year to come.

Scholastic Success With Reading Tests,
Grade 5
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the
creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain
Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1
& 2—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure!
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It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids
excited about learning all summer long between 1st
and 2nd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between
Grades 1 & 2 begins with a map that guides you
through a workbook filled with activities based on
reading comprehension, writing, addition and
subtraction, earth science, the seasons, telling time,
and more! As you complete activities, you earn
stickers to track your progress on the map. Jampacked with curriculum-based exercises, bonus
challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a
summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck,
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 covers
the core concepts in English language arts, math,
science, and social studies so kids keep essential
skills sharp all summer.

Summer Review and Prep 3-4
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based
activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain
Quest Grade 4 Workbook reinforces what kids are
learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively
layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning
fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help
parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes
language arts, word searches and crosswords, idea
clusters, multiplication and division, story problems,
geometry, graphs, time lines, Brain Boxes, and much
more.

Summer Bridge Activities®, Grades 3 - 4
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Summer Learning HeadStart(TM) This book is
designed to help 7th grade students retain and
strengthen their Math and English Language Arts
skills during summer months. It helps stop Summer
Learning Loss and provides a strong foundation for
success in 8th grade. Schools (300+), teachers
(3,000+), libraries (30+) and parents (50,000+)
throughout the United States use Lumos Study
Programs to improve student achievement. This book
includes: Daily practice of seventh grade skills Online
access to eighth grade topics Jokes & cartoons to
make learning fun Review of more than 40 English
Language Arts Standards Review of more than 30
Math Standards Engaging reading passages
Informative articles for parents and educators Useful
infographics PLUS One Year access to Online
Workbooks Convenient access to additional practice
questions Anywhere Access Learn using a smart
phone, tablet or personal computer Personalized and
student-directed learning with real-time feedback
Hundreds of Common Core aligned practice questions
Teachers Get FREE Access to Lumos StepUp Basic
Account Create up to 30 students accounts and
monitor their online work Share information about
class work and school activities through stickies Gain
easy access to Blogs, Standards, Student Reports and
more.. "

Summer Blast: Getting Ready for Fourth
Grade
Delight your kids with mind-bending, rib-tickling, brainboosting fun! These Summer Bridge Activities(TM)
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Fact Cards are a great companion to the awardwinning workbook series, providing hours of fun for
everyone. This boxed set includes two decks of 79 fullcolor cards, which are held together with a corner
grommet to keep the cards from getting lost and to
make it easy for children of all ages to hold and flip
through the cards no matter where they are. The set
includes 158 cards featuring hundreds of preschool to
kindergarten activities such as jokes, math, fun facts,
language arts, word play, picture puzzles and mindbogglers. All of the activities are self-checking, the
answers provided on the back of each card.

Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1
&2
Stop "summer slide" and get ready to return to the
classroom for kindergarten with Sylvan's SUMMER
SMART Workbooks! Research shows that kids can lose
up to 2.5 months' worth of hard-earned knowledge
from the previous grade over the summer vacation
break. That's why we at Sylvan Learning—America's
#1 tutoring brand—created the SUMMER SMART
workbook series! Packed with fun exercises and
teacher-created activities, this book reinforces math
and reading concepts your child learned in pre-k,
including: • Basic numbers and counting • Upper and
lowercase letters • Drawing numbers • Drawing
letters Inside each Summer Smart book, you'll also
find: • Teacher tips for staying sharp over the
summer • Special “Vacation Challenge!” activities
and games section • Cut-out flashcard sheets and
recommended reading lists • A “Summer Smart!”
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Achievement Certificate Let the experts at America's
#1 tutoring brand help get your child ready for
kindergarten! ***** Why Sylvan Products Work *****
Sylvan Learning Workbooks won a National Parenting
Publications Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award as a top
book series for children in the elementary-aged
category. NAPPA is the nation’s most comprehensive
awards program for children’s products and parenting
resources and has been critically reviewing products
since 1990. The Award recognizes Sylvan Learning
Workbooks as some of the most innovative and useful
products geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system
inspires kids to learn and has helped children
nationwide catch up, keep up, and get ahead in
school. Sylvan has been a trusted partner for parents
for thirty years, and has based their supplemental
education success on programs developed through a
focus on the highest educational standards and
detailed research. Sylvan’s line of educational
products equips families with fun, effective, and gradeappropriate learning tools. Our workbooks and
learning kits feature activities, stories, and games to
reinforce the skills children need to develop and
achieve their academic potential. Students will reap
the rewards of improved confidence and a newfound
love of learning.

Spectrum Writing, Grade 4
Give children a head start in school! This collection of
colorful, fun-filled activity pages is designed to
reinforce skills through engaging activities. With more
than 100 curriculum-based pages-arranged in a
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progressive, 10-week format-targeting handwriting,
alphabet and number recognition, reading, phonics,
math, and more this book will help prepare
preschoolers for kindergarten. A summer's worth of
great learning from the trusted editors of Weekly
Reader!

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades 1 & 2
Studies show that it's important for children to
engage in educational activities even when school is
out. That's why we developed our Summer Review &
Prep series. Each book includes engaging math and
reading activities that review concepts from the
previous year and introduce next year's curriculum.

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades 2 & 3
Summer Link Math Plus Reading is designed to be a
fun way to help a child prepare for the grade ahead
during the summer. Each 320-page book includes fun
learning activities covering a range of topics in math
and reading. The activities review skills from the
previous grade and gradually increasing in difficulty
to prepare a child for the grade ahead. --Summer Link
Math Plus Reading is designed for parents looking for
a fun and affordable way to help their children stop
the summer learning slide and prepare for the grade
ahead during the 10 weeks of summer. The easy-touse full-color activities review and extend essential
skills and increase confidence at school. A Test
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Practice section at the end of each book provides tips
and practice for standardized tests and will allow the
child to review the topics covered. A skills checklist
for parents, a recommended summer reading list, and
an answer key are also included.

Spectrum Test Prep, Grade 1
Recipient of Creative Child Magazine's 2018 Kids'
Product of the Year Award and 2018 Travel Fun of the
Year Award, Summer Bridge Activities is a
distinguished series that engages children's creativity
and learning potential. Give your soon-to-be eighth
grader a head start on their upcoming school year
with Summer Bridge Activities: Bridging Grades 7-8.
With daily, 15-minute exercises kids can review
proportions and misplaced modifiers and learn new
skills like square roots and writing in the active voice.
This workbook series prevents summer learning loss
and paves the way to a successful new school year.
And this is no average workbook—Summer Bridge
Activities keeps the fun and the sun in summer break!
Designed to prevent a summer learning gap and keep
kids mentally and physically active, the hands-on
exercises can be done anywhere. These standardsbased activities help kids set goals, develop
character, practice fitness, and explore the outdoors.
With 12 weeks of creative learning, Summer Bridge
Activities keeps skills sharp all summer long!

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades K & 1
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Introducing an essential addition to the 5-million-copy
bestselling Brain Quest Workbook series! 5th graders
can reinforce what they learn in school with a
workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300
pages jam-packed with curriculum-based activities
and exercises in every subject, with a focus on math
and language arts. Original full-color illustrations
throughout give the book a bright, lively style that will
appeal to older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and
written to make schoolwork fun. Fifth graders will
enhance their skills in reading comprehension,
multiplication and division, fractions and decimals,
algebraic thinking, and probability and data. The
workbook covers spelling and vocabulary, writing,
social studies, science, and more. Written in
consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of
award-winning teachers specific to each grade level,
and with all content aligned with Common Core
standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a
mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest questions and
answers.

Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2
&3
Workbook is "jam-packed with activities based on
parts of speech, writing, reading, word problems,
natural science, timelines, and more."--Back cover.

Big First Grade Workbook
Spectrum(R) Writing for grade 4 guides students
through each step of the writing process as they write
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paragraphs, personal narratives, fiction stories, howto instructions, descriptive comparisons, research
reports, persuasive letters, and more. Spectrum(R)
Writing workbooks guide students as they write for a
variety of purposes, including writing to tell a story,
writing to provide information, and writing to state an
opinion. Lessons support current state standards.
Step-by-step instructions help with planning, drafting,
revising, proofreading, and sharing writing. A
WriterÕs Handbook reinforces grammar and language
skills, and a complete Answer Key is included.
Engaging, open-ended writing projects combined with
standards-based learning make these workbooks an
essential resource for school success. Spectrum, the
best-selling workbook series, is proud to provide
quality educational materials that support your
studentsÕ learning achievement and success.

Brain Quest Workbook
Eliminate summer learning loss with this easy-to-use
resource for parents. Keeping the skills your child
learned in first grade sharp while on break from
school will help his or her second grade year get off to
a great start. This standards-based tool provides 9
weeks of engaging and relevant lessons that support
content learning in social studies, writing, reading,
science, math, and art. This resource makes summer
learning fun by incorporating everyday family
activities that are easy for parents to implement. This
standards-based resource also addresses shifts in
Common Core and other state standards, and the
parental-support tools will help parents prepare their
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children for academic success.

The Tuttle Twins Learn About The Law
Present 12 weeks worth of activities intended to
prepare children for first grade and the Common Core
State Standards, with focus on early reading skills,
early math skills, fine motor skills, easy science
experiments, outdoor extension activities,
handwriting, shapes and colors, visual discrimination,
character development and fitness activities.

Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 3
&4
Give your soon-to-be second grader a head start on
their upcoming school year with Summer Bridge
Activities: Bridging Grades 1-2. With daily, 15-minute
exercises kids can review two-digit place value and
verb tenses and learn new skills like measurement
and compound words. This workbook series prevents
summer learning loss and paves the way to a
successful new school year. --And this is no average
workbookÑSummer Bridge Activities keeps the fun
and the sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a
summer learning gap and keep kids mentally and
physically active, the hands-on exercises can be done
anywhere. These standards-based activities help kids
set goals, develop character, practice fitness, and
explore the outdoors. With 12 weeks of creative
learning, Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp
all summer long!
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Summer Bridge Activities 6-7
This Big First Grade Workbook combines popular
32-page School Zone workbooks into one convenient
320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and fullcolor illustrations make learning fun. Use Big
Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or
prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents
include: First Grade Enrichment, Beginning Phonics,
Manuscript Writing, Story Problems, Time, Money &
Fractions, First Grade Math, and First Grade Scholar.
(Ages 5-6)

Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 6
Summer Bridge Explorations prepares your thirdgrade graduate for fourth grade through progressive
lessons and project-based learning. This dynamic
workbook strengthens cross-curricular skills with a
focus on arithmetic, grammar, and comprehension.
Summer Bridge Explorations keeps the learning
going. --With this dynamic series, students entering
grades 1 to 4 prepare for the new year through
project-based learning. Grade-level workbooks are
divided into three progressive sections, one for each
month of summer, and each of these sections is built
around a theme-based activity that connects realworld learning with summer fun. Your child will keep
learning alive by applying new skills in fun ways, all
while enjoying everything summer has to offer.
Lessons and activities span the curriculum, supporting
growth in math, reading, writing, social studies,
science, and the arts.
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Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4
&5
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the
creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain
Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4
& 5—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure!
It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids
excited about learning all summer long between 4th
and 5th grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between
Grades 4 & 5 begins with a map that guides you
through a workbook filled with activities based on
reading comprehension, research and informative
writing, grammar, multiplication and division,
American history, and more. As you complete
activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on
the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based
exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over
150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest
mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 &
5 covers the core concepts in English language arts,
math, science, and social studies so kids keep
essential skills sharp all summer.

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbook:
Between Grades 4 & 5
6th graders can reinforce what they learn in school
with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts
300 pages jam-packed with curriculum-based
activities and exercises in every subject, with a focus
on math and language arts. Original full-color
illustrations throughout give the book a bright, lively
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style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging, userfriendly, and written to make schoolwork fun. Sixth
graders will delve into research and analysis,
metaphor and meaning, ratios and proportions,
expressions and equations, and geometry. The
workbook covers spelling and vocabulary, writing,
social studies, science, and more. Written in
consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of
award-winning teachers specific to each grade level,
and with all content aligned with Common Core
standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a
mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest questions and
answers.

Summer Learning HeadStart, Grade 7 to
8: Fun Activities Plus Math, Reading, and
Language Workbooks
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based
activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain
Quest Grade 3 Workbook reinforces what kids are
learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively
layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning
fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help
parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes
spelling and vocabulary, parts of speech, reading
comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares,
multiplication tables, Brain Boxes, and much more.

Summer Study, Grade 4
Math, vocabulary, grammar, writing, reading activities
plus stickers and game board.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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